ANNEXURE II
LIST OF MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS IN NANDYAL

OLD TOWN

1. Peta Boya Urdu Elementary School.
5. Fort Boys Urdu Elementary School.
7. Port Boys Elementary School.
8. Sunkulamma peta Elementary School.
13. Telugupeta Elementary School
15. Thotti Bavi Urdu School.

NEW TOWN

17. Gandhiji Elementary School.
23. P.S.R.U.P., School
27. Sadiqnagar Urdu Municipal School.
29. New Moolasagram Municipal Elementary School.
32. English Medium Elementary School in P.S.R. Premisses
33. English Medium Elementary School in Municipal High School, Nandyal Play ground.
34. Fifth Street Municipal Elementary School.
35. Tagore Municipal Upper Primary School.